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Revenue Cycle Solutions
Technology
As the leader and innovator in healthcare
workforce solutions, AMN Healthcare is
continuously working to bring together people
and technology in meaningful ways. Our
Advanced Coding and 100% Pre-Bill Audit
solutions are prime examples of people and
technology seamlessly working together to
improve healthcare reimbursements.

AMN Advanced Coding Solution (ACS)
AMN Advanced Coding Solution (ACS) is a
web-based tool that drives coding consistency,
compliance, and transparency in the emergency
department (ED). ACS can report poor ED
documentation trends that lead to improved
education programs or even find lost revenue
opportunities.
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What Makes AMN ACS Unique?
Facility Coding Methodology: Our robust intervention
facility coding methodology ensures we accurately capture
resource utilization in the emergency department (ED) often
improving per-chart revenue.
Reporting and Analytics: A full reporting suite offers
transparency at all levels. See the big picture with reviews
on monthly volume and coding quality. Identify revenue
opportunities from gaps in coding and infusions without end
times. Even spot outliers in the coding process with facility and
provider comparison reports.
AMN 100% Pre-Bill Audit: This does exactly what the name
says. It provides an automated review of all coding before
billing. Far more effective than random auditing, it examines
each case and determines the likelihood it could change,
estimates the financial impact, and recommends corrections. In
turn, auditing efforts can then focus on the cases that return
the most revenue.

What makes AMN 100%
Pre-Bill Audit unique?
Easily Prioritize Cases: By analyzing 100% of cases, you can
prioritize auditing efforts to only those cases that yield the
most financial impact.
Flexible yet Robust: Rules can be turned on or off,
customized, or built from scratch to support unique needs.
Robust reporting delivers insight on a wide variety of metrics
to drive operational and financial improvements.
Together Advanced Coding Solution and 100% Pre-Bill Audit
help improve healthcare reimbursements so that providers can
ultimately focus on what they do best, deliver exceptional care
to patients.

What makes AMN Healthcare
Revenue Cycle Solutions Different?
Unparalleled Customer Service
Exceptional customer service comes from a corporate culture
that values employee education and fosters growth within the
company. The mission is what motivates our team, and they
pass that same enthusiasm on to our clients.
Unique Consultative Approaches
Our client relationships are the backbone of our company.
We work with each client to create a customized approach,
ensuring that the specific needs of that organization are not
only met, but exceeded.
Customizable End-to-End Solutions
By offering coding, clinical documentation, case management,
oncology data, and registry solutions, we can create a
personalized group of service that will grow with a client’s
healthcare business.
Accountability, Innovation, and Integrity
Standing behind our work, finding creative solutions, and
committing to what we say are values we encourage and
spread generously to every client we serve. There’s only one
way that works for our clients to reach success, and that’s
always to do things the right way—the AMN Healthcare way.
Full Education Opportunities
We provide pre-employment evaluations for reduced hiring
costs, coding practice tools to build real experience, and
educational tools to increase and refresh each client team’s
skill sets and knowledge base.
Exceptional Cost to Value
As the leading national provider of revenue cycle and
workforce solutions, our partnerships are designed to
generate and preserve revenue. Our dedicated commitment to
high-quality and high-value service helps our clients get there.
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AMN Healthcare is the leader and innovator of healthcare workforce, staffing,
and revenue cycle services to healthcare facilities across the nation. AMN provides
unparalleled access to the most comprehensive network of quality healthcare
professionals. With insights and expertise, AMN helps providers optimize their workforce
to successfully reduce complexity, increase efficiency, and improve patient outcomes.

